BEAUTY THAT CAPTIVATES.  
STRENGTH THAT PROTECTS.  
The #1 Performing Roof to Protect Your Home.
ROOFING WITH STYLE AND SUBSTANCE
A perfect blend of over 60 years of research and practical experience, DECRA’s product lines offer the ultimate in style, performance and engineering design. You’ll be the absolute envy of your neighborhood.

ENGINEERED TO PROTECT
The strength and durability of a DECRA roof is combined with the versatile good looks of a tile, shake or shingle style, all aimed at providing the optimal roof solution. DECRA panels have a unique interlocking design to withstand high winds while adding shear strength.

PEACE OF MIND
Breathtaking designs are what you see at first glance, but underneath are layers of pure protection. A DECRA roof is a piece of beauty that offers peace of mind.

✓ Protective Layers Deliver Long Life Performance
✓ Lifetime Limited Warranty
✓ Class A Fire Rated Material
✓ Best In Class Weight-To-Strength Ratio
✓ Severe Weather Resistance
✓ Class 4 Impact Resistance (Highest Rating)

“DECRA is not only a beautiful, durable roof that can withstand storms, but it is an investment into the value of our home. I am proud to be a DECRA roof owner.”

— Steven Sigler, Fairhope, Alabama
DECRA VILLA TILE

Classic Elegance of Old Barrel Tile

A unique and premium offering, DECRA Villa Tile features the classic beauty, elegance and architectural detail of an old-world Italian tile. Durable, lightweight and a true barrel tile, Villa Tile outclasses the competition. It’s an excellent alternative to clay and concrete tiles, which crack easily and are vulnerable to hail and storm debris impact.

AMALFI SAND  CAPRI CLAY  POMPEII ASH
RUSTICO CLAY  TUSCAN SUN*  VENETIAN GOLD
WOODLAND GREEN

*ACRRC-approved cool color version is available (Tuscan Sun CC)
DECRA Tile, offering the beauty and style of Mediterranean tile, adds a unique elegance to any home. With a long-standing reputation for performance, longevity and versatility, it is an ideal, lightweight alternative to traditional tile products.

*A CRRC-approved cool color version is available (Tuscan Sun CC)
DECRA SHINGLE XD®
Shingle at a Fraction of the Weight

DECRA Shingle XD has the rich, bold appearance of a heavyweight architectural shingle at a fraction of the weight. With its thick-cut edges and deep, distinctive shadow lines, DECRA Shingle XD provides greater dimensionality and a robust appearance. This profile adds the aesthetics of heavy-cutwood shingles without the ongoing maintenance that comes with a conventional shake roof.
DECRA SHAKE XD
Classic Beauty of Hand-Split Wood Shake

DECRA Shake XD, emulating the classic beauty and architectural detail of a thick, rustic, hand-split wood shake, has a unique hidden fastening system and is installed direct-to-deck.
DECRA SHAKE
Beauty and Richness of Cedar Shake

DECRA stone-coated steel shakes provide the same distinctive rich beauty of cedar shakes with the durability to handle anything Mother Nature dishes out.
PRODUCT COMPARISON
Asphalt roofs are temporary when compared to DECRA.

In an average lifetime, a homeowner will need to replace an asphalt roof at least two-and-a-half times. With DECRA, there's no worrying about costly, unexpected expenses. Plus, DECRA’s Lifetime Limited Warranty eliminates the hassle.

PROVEN HISTORY OF SURVIVING HARSH CONDITIONS

DECRA’s roofing systems have excelled through some of the harshest weather conditions around the world for over 60 years. DECRA’s interlocking panels are strong and non-combustible (Class A fire-rated), and they are covered by a transferable Lifetime Limited Warranty, including peace-of-mind coverage for winds up to 120 mph and hail penetration (Class 4 Impact Resistant).

A DECRA roof is durable, freeze-thaw resistant, and will offer richness and beauty to enhance your home. For style and protection, DECRA is the obvious choice.

“This spring was much hotter than last year, but we used our air conditioning much less. Clearly, our house has stayed cooler with the addition of our DECRA roof.”
— Holly Summers
Ellicott City, Maryland

COOL ROOFING — LITERALLY

A DECRA family lowered its kilowatt use by 15%, simply by installing a DECRA Villa Tile roofing system.

ENERGY SAVED BY SWITCHING FROM CONCRETE TILE TO DECRA VILLA TILE

Average Kilowatt Hour (kWh)

- Concrete Tile
- DECRA Villa Tile
YOU’LL KNOW WHEN IT’S A DECRA ROOF

What is DECRA’s warranty?

The best in the industry. DECRA roofs carry a Lifetime Limited Warranty, covering 120 mph winds, hail penetration for any size hail and manufacturing defects, including excessive granule loss. In addition, material and labor are covered for the first 20 years; after that time, material is covered for the remaining warranty period.

Can I get a discount on my homeowners insurance?

In many states, the Class 4 Impact Resistance rating can earn a discount on homeowners insurance. Ask your local insurance agent for details.

Is a DECRA roofing system more expensive?

A DECRA roof offers more value for your money. You would have to purchase and install two-and-a-half shingle roofs for the cost of one DECRA roof. Similar to most products you buy – you get what you pay for. A DECRA roof offers more for your money and can last a lifetime.